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"While consumers strive to live healthier lifestyles, strong
engagement in the category suggests that there is still room
for indulgence. Yet, the ice cream and frozen novelties
category attained modest dollar sales growth from 2016-17
while unit volume slowed, indicating that increased
consumption frequency is critical to growing the category."
- Michael Averbook, Food & Drink Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Modest dollar sales growth amid declining volume sales
Strong, yet slower participation
Consumers have established favorites

A challenge to the category is the abundance of sweets that can satisfy indulgent cravings yet can offer
more portability or spontaneity. Larger segments (ice cream and frozen novelties), particularly
decadent products that seem synonymous with premium, carry the category, while frozen yogurts
struggle. This suggests that the key to balancing consumer desire for indulgence and healthier qualities
is not just about less (fat or calories) but also sometimes about real.
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Room to increase consumption frequency
Figure 49: Frozen treat purchase frequency, February 2018
Younger consumers buy across products
Figure 50: Frozen treat purchase, by age, February 2018
Children influence parents’ diverse selections
Figure 51: Frozen treat purchase, by parental status, February 2018
Large households enjoy portioned options
Figure 52: Frozen treat purchase, by household size, February 2018
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Category participants grounded in tradition
Figure 53: Frozen treat behaviors, February 2018
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Figure 56: Frozen treat behaviors, by parental status, February 2018

Emotional Connection to Frozen Treats
Despite seasonality, emotional connections occur year-round
Figure 57: Emotional connection to frozen treats, February 2018
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during emotional low/high points, February 2018
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Figure 61: Correspondence analysis – Frozen treat attributes, February 2018
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Figure 63: Frozen treat attributes, restaurant brand, by age, February 2018
Packaging is paramount for parents
Figure 64: Frozen treat attributes, high-quality packaging and small packaging size, by age, February 2018

Frozen Treat Attitudes
Frozen novelty format ideal for snacking
Figure 65: Frozen treat attitudes, February 2018
High-quality, decadent frozen treats tempting to younger men
Figure 66: Frozen treat attitudes, by gender and age, February 2018
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Parents enjoy convenient, premium, and indulgent options
Figure 67: Frozen treat attitudes, by parental status, February 2018

Frozen Treat Innovation
Significant interest in category innovation
Figure 68: Frozen treat innovation, any frozen treat, February 2018
Figure 69: Frozen treat innovation, by frozen treat types, February 2018
Younger consumers, parents interested across innovation features
Figure 70: Frozen treat innovation, any frozen treat, by generation, February 2018
Figure 71: Frozen treat innovation, any frozen treat, by parental status, February 2018
Hispanics and Asian consumers want variety
Figure 72: Frozen treat innovation, any frozen treat, by race and Hispanic origin, February 2018
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Appendix – Key Players
Figure 91: Multi-outlet sales of ice cream and frozen dairy desserts, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52-weeks 2016 and 2017
Figure 92: Multi-outlet sales of frozen novelties, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52-weeks 2016 and 2017
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Figure 94: Multi-outlet sales of sherbet, sorbet, ices, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52-weeks 2016 and 2017
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